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Its 6am and I’m unable to sleep, 
but no matter as I’m sitting on the 
balcony of our timeshare in Langdale.
This ‘week in July’ over the years has
provided peace, tranquillity and much
needed rest for both of us. 

The weather this week has been
kind, and whilst the Lake District
scenery is stunning no matter what
the season, somehow with blue skies
and a balmy air (or that freshness of
the dawn) it seems even better.

Yesterday I spent the day creating a
new card to add to my repertoire and
had much pleasure in doing so. As I
either give them as gifts or sell them
for charity I tend to make my designs
in a mass quantity, so making produc-
tion effective and efficient is important
to me. I had a number of dies I’d been
longing to try out, but life has been
frantic of late and the opportunity
seemed to pass me by, so yesterday
was the day AND I’d just received a
wonderful order from Craft Creations. 

I hope you like the end result, it’s
just a simple butterfly but the die is in-
tricate in design and the background
is Liberty Tana Lawn, using a double
sided fusion material which stops it
from fraying. I can’t wait to get going
in earnest, and I have a stock of this
material hoarded over the past 30
years! The butterfly has significance
as a very happy memory, on the day I
got married (34 years this September),
there was a butterfly dancing above
our heads in the sun filled church! 

In the past few months my 90 year
old father has been very unwell and it
was my privilege to use my nursing
skills to care for him at home in his
last few weeks, as was his wish - he
passed away at the end of June.
Whilst I will miss being able to see
and talk to him, I can’t feel too sad, in
that he was struggling with his health
and truly felt his time had come. He
kept his sense of humour to the end,

was so courageous and never com-
plained but now he is at peace, and
for that I’m grateful. 

He is survived by my mother and
his wife of 67 years who is very sad
and missing him greatly, but fortunate
to have her 4 children and 8 grand-
sons around. I know that all the beau-
tiful cards Mum received have been 
of enormous comfort to her at such a
difficult time. My father came from
very humble beginnings, he was ill as
a young man with tuberculosis in the
pre-antibacterial era when he was
given just 6 months to live. This end-
ed his university training early, but 
he then became a solicitor through 
articles while working full time and
had a young family too.

He became very successful in his
career and a long retirement allowed
his creative side to develop, amongst
other things he was a talented wood
carver. What has struck me was the
depth of kindness in the personal
words conveyed and how highly peo-
ple thought of him - I just wish he had
known that while alive. Expressions of
appreciation are so very important, yet
in our very busy lives these days we
perhaps forget to praise, while many
are so quick to complain. Handmade
cards can be a true expression of
love, so get out there and make one
today and send it to someone who 
really deserves that attention, and tell
them how much you think of them!

Best wishes
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Purple Pattern
By Margaret McQuillan
STITCHING INFORMATION:

Stitched On: 27 Count 
White Linda Evenweave.

Stitch Count: Width 48 x Depth 48.

Card Mount: AP52U-74 Vanguard Violet.

Stranded Cotton: Rich Purple.

Stitch the design following the chart using
two strands throughout. The chart shows a
mix of shades, so you have the choice of
making a one or two colour design.

Back the work with white card or paper
when mounting so the colour of the card 
does not show through. Curve a border
(XL703U-01) around the aperture.

The second option is stitched in two
shades of pink on 22 count cream fabric.
When working the two-colour motifs, stitch
the paler colour first. Note: 22 count fabric
makes the design itself slightly larger. 

The pink design is mounted 
in AP82E-56 Textura Ivory and
finished with a pink ribbon
(MTR05-117). As the card is a
pale colour the design doesn’t
need backing first.

This design can be worked in
any colours, so it’s really good
for using up leftover threads.



Die-Cut Découpage
By The Craft Creations Team
INTRODUCTION:

These die-cut 3D découpage sheets are quick
and easy to use, simply press out and layer.
Use the layer hints shown with each design to
help make your cards look really special. All of
these designs (except DCD611) are also available
as stunning die-cut, foiled edge toppers.
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Singing In The Choir: DCD612
Items Used 1: Card Blank SF13U-18 Red, Cre-
ative Paper SR185P, Glitter Board GB04A5, Mirri
MIR06CA5, Stickers: XL806U-01 & ZL832U-44.
Items Used 2: Card Blank SF16V-70, Creative
Paper SR324P, Glitter Board GB16A5, GEM88.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Sticky fix the tree by the left hand side
and glue the straight side. Cut around the tails
of the bow on the wreath and lift them slightly.

Layer 3:
Both choirboys; cut under the chin and 
curve the frilled collar down. Right choirboy;
cut along the back fold of the red part of the
gown and curve it down. Sticky fix in place
and glue the arm of the centre choirboy at
the shoulder.
Layer 4: Left Choirboy; cut between the
back sleeve and smock, curving the bottom
tip down, sticky fix in place and glue under
the chin. Front choirboy; sticky fix by the
centre curving both sides down.
Layer 5: Sticky fix the sleeves and glue at
the shoulder and hands.

Puppy & Presents: DCD617
Items Used 1: Card Blank SF13C-108 Xmas Green, Creative Paper SR324P, Green
Glitter Board GB06A5 and Stickers: ZL793U-55 Borders & ZL837U-83 & 85 White
Edged Holly Leaves.
Items Used 2: Card Blank SF17V-67, Creative Paper SR323P, Glitter Board
GB16A5 and Stickers: ZL834U-44 & XL703U-03 Borders and XL718U-04 Words.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut at the top of the leg and curve the body down a little at the cut.
Layer 3: Use sticky fixers on the right hand edge of the door only, gluing the left

edge. Cut between the head and ears on both
sides and curve the sides of the face down. Sticky
fix by the bottom of the ears and the nose, curving
the top of the head down a little. Lightly fold the
red present along the painted corners and sticky
fix by the red present only allowing the green to
drop to the previous layer.
Layer 4: Lightly fold the green present along the
painted corner and sticky fix in place.

Kitten & Presents: DCD618
Items Used: Card Blank SF16U-18, Creative Paper SR324P, Red
Glitter Board GB05A5 and Gems: GEM16, GEM85 & GEM88.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 3: Start with the presents in the corner as the next part
overlays it slightly. Cut between the tail and present, curving the
present down and lightly folding along the painted line. Sticky fix
in place, glue the top of the bauble.
Layer 4: Sticky fix the top of the front paw and glue at the bottom.

Sticky fix the
hind leg by
the front and
glue the back.
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Snowy Cottage: DCD613
Items Used: Card Blank SF14U-43, Creative
Paper SR327P, White Glitter Board GB04A5, Mirri
Card MIR02CA5, Stickers XL703U-02 Borders,
Ribbon MTR22-00, GEM55 and Glitter STK007.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Sticky fix the tree into place and glue 
the right side.
Layer 2a: Cut between the roof and side of the
chimney down to the corner. Fold the chimney
along the corner. Sticky fix along the top, the front
of the chimney and the side of the house. Glue
the bottom of the layer.
Layer 3: Use sticky fixers along the bottom edge
of the roof and glue the top. Cut between the bot-
tom of the gate and the snow and lightly fold the
gate along the hinge so it is open. Sticky fix along
the top edge and glue the bottom.
Layer 4: Lightly fold the roof part to shape, add 
a sticky fixer at the top front and glue along the
bottom edge. Sticky fix the main part in place.
Layer 6: Cut between the sledge and boy, curving
the sledge down. Sticky fix in place and glue the
back strut. Sticky fix the arm and glue at the shoulder.
Layer 7: Sticky fix the arm and glue at the shoulder. Christmas Post: DCD611

Items Used: Card Blank: SF13U-18, Card: CRE01CA5, CRE07CA5 & Dotty
CDG160CA5, Gold Glitter Board GB01A5, Stickers XL500U-01 Borders,
XL804U-01 Banners, XL833U-01 Gifts, Ribbon MTR12-01 and GEM88.
Layer Tips - Layer 3: Cut between the legs of the girl and curve the back 
leg down. Cut between the hood and the scarf curving the shoulder down.
Cut between the hair and the letter curving the letter down.
Layer 4: Cut above
and below the pink
arm, curving the body
down. Curve the left
side of the boy down.
Glue the corner of the
hood at the shoulder.
Use a little fixer on the
back legs of the dog
and a touch of glue 
at the bottom of the
front legs.
Layer 5: Sticky fix the
coat on the right and
glue the left shoulder.
Layer 6: Sticky fix 
the hood curving the
sides and glue both
sides at the top.

Decorating The Tree: DCG010
Items Used: Card Blank SF16U-30, Paper SR322P, XL751U-01 Words.
Layer Tips - Layer 2: Glue the straight edge of the dress.
Layer 3: Add definition to the baubles on the edge of the tree by cutting around one side, curving the tree down at the cut. Place a
sticky pad on the back of the cut baubles to raise them a little. Sticky fix the glove at the top and the elbow and glue at the finger. Cut
between the little bit of dress and the leg (top left) curving the dress down. Cut between the foot and dress, up to the top of the foot
and curve the dress down. Use a piece of fixer on the foot to raise it. Sticky fix the lady in place and glue the shoulder under the chin.

Layer 4: Define the baubles, bells and holly along the edges of the tree pieces as before.
Sticky fix the dress on the right hand side and glue at the left hip and left side of the bust.
Tuck the bottom of the dress under the foot, if desired.
Layer 5: Sticky fix the dress trim by the centre curving the sides down. Lightly fold the
hair where it joins the decoration and glue in place at the fold only.

Girls Christmas: DCG009
Items Used: Card Blank SF13U-35, Creative Paper SR332P, Card COL159CA5, Stickers:
XL593U-03 Baubles, ZL793U-43 & -44 Dotty Borders and Thread MEM01.
Layer Tips - Layer 2: Sticky fix the baubles and glue at the top of the strings. Cut be-
tween the right side of leg and gold dress frill, curve the frill down at the cut.
Layer 3: Cut between the nose and the back part of the fringe, curving the fringe down.
Curve the sides of the dress down.
Layer 4: Curve the sides of the dress down at the bust, lightly bend (not fold) at the
waistline and stick in place using one sticky fixer in the centre of the bodice top and
along the hem, allowing the waist to dip down to the previous layer.
Layer 5: Start with the arms, sticky fix by the hands only and glue at the shoulder. Curve
the top of the hair down and shape the ponytail.
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Ice Skates: DCD614
Items Used: Card Blank SF16U-18, Creative Paper SR325P, 
Mirri Card MIR06CA5, White Glitter Board GB04A5, Stickers:
XL493U-17 Snowflakes, XL832U-02 Banners and ZL831U-82
Large Snowflake. 
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Glue the top knot.
Layer 3: Cut between the two pine branches at the top of the
skates and curve the top one up. Glue the top knot.
Layer 4: Left hand skate; cut away the flowers from the side, but
not the top of the skate. Sticky fix and glue the skate side. Cut
between the tongue and front of the skate, curve the tongue
down. Curve the bottom of the strap down. Sticky fix by the boot
toe and glue the right side and the top knot.
Layer 4a: Cut down the right hand side of the lace, to the top of
the boot then across the top of the boot to the bow knot, curving
the background down. Cut between the two sides of the boot
down to the lace and curve the small part down. Curve the strap
down at the bottom. Sticky fix in place and glue the top knot.
Layer 5: Cut between the pine branches and shape them. Sticky
fix in place, tucking the top loop of the bow under the lace of the
previous layer.
Layer 6: Cut between the petals of the bottom white flower and
shape them.
Layer 7: Cut and shape the petals of the flower.

Christmas Walk: DCD616
Items Used: Card Blank SF13V-70 White, Creative Paper
SR328P, Silver Glitter Board GB02A5, Value Card CVS01CA5,
Stickers XL830U-02 Happy Christmas. 
Layer Tips: 
Layer 3: Cut between the legs of the girl and glue the back one
at the foot.
Layer 4: Cut between the legs of the man and glue the back one
at the lower edge.
Layer 5: Cut between the jacket and sleeve on the left side, 
cutting through the girl's hand as if it were not there (it will be
covered by the next layer) and curve the arm down. On the right
side, cut between the arms up to the armpit and curve her arm
down at the cut.
Layer 6: Sticky fix her arm by the elbow, curving the hand down
a little and tucking the top end under the previous layer, where it
was cut. Sticky fix his arm in place by the elbow and glue the
shoulder and hand if necessary.

Christmas Cheer: DCD615
Items Used: Card Blank SF13U-45, Creative Paper SR323P, Red
Glitter Board GB05A4, Card CRE03CA5, Stickers: ZL793U-41.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut the greenery from the left side of the bottle and cut
beside the top leaf that was next to the bottle, sticky fix in place
using a pad under the cut leaf to raise it and gluing the right hand
side of the piece.
Layer 3: Left pine cone piece; cut between the bottom of the
pine cone and the holly leaf, lifting the leaf up. Lightly bend 
the whole piece along the bottom of the cone, use a sticky pad 
at the top of the cone only, glue at the bend and raise the front
leaf and berries a little. Cut the greenery from the right side of 
the glass, cut between the top holly leaves and shape them.
Curve the side by the glass stem down and glue if necessary. 
Cut between the greenery and stems (not bases) of the glasses,
cut between the two leaves curving the left of the top one up,
curve the leaves down by the right hand glass. Sticky fix in place
and glue by the glass stem if necessary.
Layer 4: Sticky fix the greenery by the pine cone tip only, glue 
the leaf by the glass. Curve the sides of the wine glass down.



Autumn Colourables
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Colourables: PK771 Floral Set Two.

Colouring Sets: Pro-markers, 
Flex-markers, Watercolour Pencils etc.

Coloured Card and Paper to Match 
the Colours Used in the Design.

Crispy Ribbon.

Card Mount: SF13U-99 Brown Kraft.

Our new Colourables are great fun and
very relaxing, not to mention addictive!
Many of us have invested in sets of colour-
ed pens, paints, inks or pencils and this is
a great way of putting them to good use.

This isn’t a “how to” article in the usual
sense as colouring-in is something we all
know how to do, and many will be able to 
do it a lot better than I have, but I thought 
it would be nice to show how versatile the 
designs can be by colouring them in different shades
to those shown on the pack. 

I have shaded these two designs for Autumn, not
every design in the pack is suitable for this due to the
flowers in the arrangements. Mine are coloured using
watercolour pencils and a damp paint brush. I like 

the combination of the orange and yellow with the
brown kraft cards but many other cards and colours
will also go well with them.

The main card is made with gold stardream paper,
(STD04PA4). One edge is punched using a hydrangea
border punch (PPM087), add glitter peel-off dots on
the card behind the flower centres of this border to
give a little sparkle. Tie a bit of apple green crispy 
ribbon (MTR23-64) around the left side of the card
and make a large bow. 

The green duo-paper (CDP012S) is punched 
along the right edge using Fiskars ivy border punch
(INT0126). The corners are fleur-de-lys peel-off stick-
ers (XL660U-01). Trim the design to around 118mm x
140mm and the greeting to match the width of the
main design x 20mm deep.

The basket of flowers design is treated a little 
more simply with straight cut panels of cream antique
canvas (SR260P) and flecked smooth kraft card
(EKR01CA5). 

The banner is coloured using a gold pen (WRI66),
which is a dull gold rather than shiny, more in keeping
with the brown of the card. 

Pink crispy ribbon (MTR23-10)is tied around the
card but left as a knot rather than tying in a bow. Em-
bellish the basket handle by tying a knot in a short
length of the same ribbon and gluing it in place.



Squeaky Guinea Pigs
By Sarah Lakin
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cover the front panel of the card with green vivelle,
this gives a nice colour to the background and the
petals of the flowers sort of stick to it meaning you
only have to glue them in the centre.

I bought a mixed pack of pre-cut flowers, you may
be able to find something similar, if not they are easy
to cut by hand. The large flowers measure about
60mm, medium 50mm and small about 25mm.

Trace the flowers at the top of
the next page and, using four dif-
ferent colour felts, cut four each
of flowers A, B & C, one in each of
the four colours. Do the same with
flower ‘D’, but cut two in red and
none in orange this time. The large
carrot adds enough extra orange
to the design.

Add a contrasting colour felt
dot to the centre of flowers B &
D, use a hole punch or cut them
carefully by hand.

Use three strands of thread
throughout the design. Embellish the
flowers with simple embroidery in 
contrasting colours: french knots,
lazy daisy and straight stitches.

I made this card for my niece, as a bit
of fun, as she has guinea pigs. They even
squeak when you press their tummies (the
stitched ones - don’t try it on a real one).

Cut nine of leaf E and six of leaf F, backstitch the
veins in green thread following the diagram.

Trace the pattern for the guinea pigs. For each
guinea pig cut two of everything, except the tuft of
hair, where you just need one. Stitch the nose and
mouth on the front of each animal using pale orange
thread (a similar colour to the ears).

Lay the back flat, place the squeaker unit on it with
the ‘funnel’ pointing towards the top, place the front
over it and backstitch the two pieces together.

For the ears, make a little pleat in the neck of 
the shape, which will give the cupped look. Stitch 
the pleat to hold it, then stitch the ear to the back 
of the body. Fold the little white tuft of hair over the
guinea pig, between the ears, and stick in place. 

Actual Size

Felt Flowers or Sheets of Felt.

Felt Sheets: FELT00 White, FELT03 
Flesh, FELT04 Gold, FELT07 Light Green, 
FELT08 Deep Green, FELT09 Orange, 
FELT12 Dark Brown and FELT17 Light 
Brown (colours not an exact match).

Vivelle Self Adhesive Sheet: VIV13A4 
Deep Green.

Embroidery Threads: Pink, Orange, 
Pale Orange, Yellow, White and Green.

Squeakers: TRM13 x 2 and a Little Toy Stuffing.

10mm Wobbly Eyes.

Card Mount: SF01U-52 Popset White.
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A

French
Knots

B

C

DE

F

Actual Size

Actual Size

Stick the eye patches to the front of the guinea
pigs so the lashes overlap the edge at the ears. Stick
the wobbly eyes to the round end of the eye patches.
The feet will be used later, so keep them aside.

Trace the pattern for the carrot and make two or-
ange pieces. Backstitch small horizontal lines on one
piece of the carrot (see diagram). Make one green
carrot top, cutting along the black lines.

Place the two carrot pieces together, right sides
out, and backstitch them together (along the dashed

line), start halfway down one side,
work down and around the 

tip, then up the other side 
to the top. 

Fold the sides of the
carrot top around to 

the back (see ar-
rows), then insert it 
between the two layers of carrot and stitch it in place 
as you continue stitching around the carrot. When
you get off the curve and to the side, lightly stuff the
shape with toy filling before finishing off the stitching.

Place, don’t stick, the carrot on the card along the
bottom edge and lay the guinea pigs in place above
it. Arrange the leaves and then the flowers over the
card around these pieces, some will overlap each
other as it is very fully covered. 

Once you are happy with the arrangement, remove
the carrot and guinea pigs and glue the flowers and
leaves into place. 

Glue the carrot in place, making sure the stitch
lines are on the front, then place the guinea pigs on
top, position the feet on the carrot under the animals.
Remove the guinea pigs and glue the top bits of the
feet to the carrot, leaving the toes free. Glue the
guinea pigs in place to complete.
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Explosive Flowers
By Annette Hartley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: HEM01CA5 Creative Hemp White.

Colorset Paper: COL161PA4 Magenta x 4.

Dotty Paper: CDH170PA4 White/Silver x 3.

Ribbon: MTR14-15 7mm Organza Magenta.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL427U-02 Happy Birthday 
and XL729U-02 Dots.

Paper Punches: PPW101 22mm, PPW506 15mm
and PPW213 8mm.

Card Blank: SF03V-66 Creative Hemp White.

Step 1

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Make the pop out flowers for the inside of the card
first, then punch the daisies from the paper that is left
over, I have included a spare sheet of each paper in
case you find you don’t quite have enough scraps.

Cut two A4 sheets of magenta paper into four
pieces, (these will be A6 size, eight pieces in total).
Keep one piece for the front of the card blank and
fold the other seven pieces as follows.

Step 1, Magenta Petals:
A. Fold the paper in half along the red line, then along
the green line. Place with the folded edges as shown. 
B. Bring the bottom corner up as shown and crease. 
C. Bring this corner back down to the first fold line
and crease again. 
D. Turn the piece over and repeat fold B only on the
other side, then turn the piece back over.
E. Measure 10mm down from the folded corner on
section 1 (see arrow).

Use the blue line on the actual size diagram on the
next page to draw a curve from this point, to the top
corner of section 1, then continue straight up to the
top left corner. Cut along this line removing section 3
and the top of section 1. 
F. Unfold section 1 and cut the visible part of section
2 away, following the front petal shape. Keep all
these cut off corners to punch the daisies from.
G. Unfold the shape. Two of the petals will have a
central fold line. Cut away one of these petals (be-
tween the blue lines as shown). 

Bright and beautiful, these stunning pop-out flow-
ers are a bit tricky to put together, but they are great
fun and well worth the effort. 
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Steps 3 & 4

H. Use double-sided
tape to fix a petal
without a fold line
over the remaining
petal with the fold
line. Make the other

six magenta flowers
in the same way.

Step 2, Dotty Petals:
Cut one A4 sheet of white/sil-

ver dotty paper into eight pieces
(these will be A7 size). Make seven

smaller dotty paper flowers using the
same method (i.e. follow from step 1).

Stick these inside the magenta flowers,
aligning them carefully along the fold lines. 

Punch seven 22mm daisies from the scraps of
magenta paper, you should have enough pieces, but
if not, use a spare sheet. 

Add a peel off dot to the centre of each daisy and
stick them inside the magenta/white dotty flowers.
You only need adhesive on a couple of the petals.

Step 3, Prepare The Flowers:
Fold all the flowers in half and arrange them to match
the diagram, with pieces 1, 4 and 7 upright and the
outer shapes at right-angles as shown. Stick a small
square of double sided tape on each of the points
on the 12 petals marked with an ‘X’. This tape 
will hold the flowers together at the petal points
allowing the rest of the flowers to unfold as the
card is opened.

Step 4, Assembly:
All the pieces are positioned ready to stick, so don’t
twist or flip any of them. The tape is always facing up.
Peel the backing from each tape square when you
are ready to position the next piece onto it.

Place the top petal of flower 2 onto the left hand
petal of flower 1. Place the top petal of flower 3 onto
the right hand petal of flower 1. 

Place flower 4 neatly onto flower 1, it will cover the
top petals of flowers 2, and 3 already in place, don’t
forget to remove any tape backing from the top
petals of these side flowers too, as you go.

Place the top petal of flower 5 onto the left hand
petal of flower 4. Place the top petal of flower 6 onto
the right hand petal of flower 4.

Place flower 7 neatly over flower 4, removing the 
tape from the petals on 4, 5 and 6 below.

This will make the flower
shape (8), with a ‘V’ shaped
gap in one edge. Hold the
flowers at the arrow, on both
the outer layers, and gently
pull to check the flowers 
expand into the pop-out
shape. Trim any petals that
overlap slightly where they
are stuck together.

Cut a piece of magenta paper to 150 x 206mm and
two pieces to 102 x 150mm.
From the dotty paper cut one
piece to 148 x 204mm and
two to 100 x 148mm. 

Stick the larger piece of
magenta on the inside of the
card leaving 1mm of card
showing on all edges. Stick
the larger dotty piece onto
this.

Slip the assembled flowers
into the card blank with the ‘V’
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VARIATION:

in place with sticky pads. Stick the smaller daisies 
by the centres only (no pads) along the edges of the
diamond between each of the large ones. 

Add a smaller daisy to each corner of the front,
back and inside pages.

Stick a peel-off Happy Birthday on the centre of
the diamond. On the back of the card add a plain
white square for your greeting.

A
B

shaped gap against the fold line and an even gap at
the top and bottom (9). 

Add a small square of tape at the ‘X’ on the top
central petal only (9), peel the backing and close the
card to stick it in place. Turn the card over so the
back is facing you, lift the back panel and add a
square of tape to the same petal on the other side.
Peel the backing and close to attach the flowers to
the back of the card.

Position 500mm of ribbon around the centre of the
card and fasten lightly in place. Stick one piece of
dotty paper onto each of the remaining magenta
pieces and stick these onto the card front and back,
securing the ribbon firmly in place.

Cut a piece of white hemp card 60mm square and
place diagonally onto the front of the card blank to
make a diamond shape.

Use any of the left overs (or extra sheets) to punch
out the daisies. You will need: eight 22mm magenta
daisies, eight 15mm dotty daisies, twenty 15mm 
magenta daisies, eight 8mm pink daisies and twenty
8mm dotty daisies.

Assemble the large layered daisies using the larger
diagram ‘A’ below for colours, twisting the dotty layer
so the petals fit into the gaps between the petals of
the large daisies.

Assemble the smaller daisies as shown in the
smaller diagram ‘B’ below, twisting the dotty layer 
as before.

Arrange these around the diamond, one large daisy
at each point and one in between, these are all fixed

The inside flowers are made from crystal white
stardream (STD24PA4) for the larger size, and pink
dotty paper (SR193P) for the smaller size. 

The card blank (SF03M-84) is decorated with pan-
els made from two dotty pink papers (SR193P &
SR223P). The pink paper panels for the front and
back are 92 x 142mm and mounted onto white/pink
dotty panels 100 x 150mm. If you arrange these care-
fully you can get an even border of dots on all sides. 

The inside is covered with pink dotty paper cut to
206 x 150mm then with the white dotty cut to 200 x
144mm. Again position carefully for an even border 
of dots.

The gold sticker border is from XL703U-01 and the
flowers for the front panel are from XL583U-01. Cut
them out and position around the diamond using 
the photo as a guide, using a mix of tape and sticky
fixers as before. The birthday greeting is XL408U-01. 



Heart Of Leaves
By Sue Dyke
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stardream Paper: STD04PA5 Gold,
STD12PA5 Aquamarine, STD24PA5 Crystal
White, STD27PA5 Vista, STD33PA5 Fairway
and STD40PA5 Fine Gold.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL090U-01 Oak Leaves,
XL092U-01 Beech & Birch Leaves, XL082U-
01 Best Wishes and XL081U-01 Butterflies.

Paper Punches: PPW054 Mixed Flowers,
PPU169 Small Circle and 5 Petal flower
10mm (PPW201 Star - looks fairly similar).

Clear Glitter Glue: STK019 Diamond.

Card Mount: SF06U-61 Textura White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Actual Size

Trace the half heart shape and centre line.
Lightly mark a line down the centre of the card
then transfer the heart using the lines for posi-
tioning. Flip the tracing over to finish the shape,
then rub out the centre line on the card.

Use the diagram to place the oak and beech
stickers, directly onto the card, to form the
base layer of the heart. These are not coloured,
and most of them will be covered over with just
little bits showing once the others are in place.

Stick six beech leaves to aquamarine paper,
six birch leaves to fairway paper and six oak
leaves to gold paper. Stick one medium and
two small butterflies to crystal white paper.
Carefully cut all these out to the sticker edge.

Lightly fold each leaf along the centre vein to
give a hint of shape. Using the main picture as
a guide and starting at the top point, arrange
the leaves over the heart, I have kept both sides
pretty much the same. Once you are happy
with the placement, glue them in place. Mostly
this is done just one side of the fold, so one half
is flat on the card and the other is slightly lifted
off the surface adding a little dimension.

Punch the flowers using the multi punch,
these can be mixed as you like, I have used 
single flowers and layered ones, mixing the
sizes and shapes as I went.

Make the centres using the small circle punch, add a dab
of glitter onto each centre once it is in place on the flower.

Scatter the flowers
over the leaves, as and
where you like them,
and use a few of the
small gold leaves to
fill in any gaps. 

Add the words 
to the centre of the
heart. 

Stick the butter-
flies by the bodies
only so the wings
can be lifted slightly,
giving more depth to
the design. Add the
medium butterfly be-
side the words and the
two small ones onto the
leaves as shown, then dab
clear glitter onto all the butter-
fly wings.

This delicately coloured heart is perfect for 
a late-Summer card, whether for a retirement,
birthday or a note to a friend. The pearlescent
colours add a beautiful richness to the design.



All In The Eyes
By Charlotte Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: COL159CA5 Bright Red, COL152CA5
Suede, COL175CA5 Nero, POP02A5 Popset
White and STD04CA5 Gold.

Paper: STD14PA5 Coral, COL153PA5 Tuscan
Brown, COL170PA5 White and MIR02PA5 Silver.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL823U-08 Uppercase 
Alphabet (for the highlights in the eyes).

Paper Punches: PPW119 20mm Circle and
PPW530 15mm Circle (or cut from diagram).

Card Mount: SF10U-52 Popset White.

TO MAKE THE PIRATE:

Actual Size

Cut the suede card to 45mm x 127mm and stick
across the base of the card to make the trousers. 

Cut a 50mm x 127mm oblong from white card. Cut
a 10mm deep x 13mm wide triangular notch from 
the top centre to finish the shirt. Line the shirt up on
the top of the trousers and stick in place.

Trace the scimitar and transfer just the hilt onto
gold card and then the blade & hilt onto silver. Cut
them out and combine, then stick in place as shown.
Cut a 10mm x 127mm strip of red card for the sash
and stick in place over the scimitar, covering the join
between the brown and white strips.

From the coral stardream paper cut a 66mm x
127mm panel to make the face. Stick this 37mm from
the top of the front panel on the card. 

Trace and transfer the fringe onto tuscan brown
paper and cut out. You can improvise your own com-
plete fringe if you want your pirate to have a bit more
hair (see my pirate variation on the next page).

Use the 15mm punch to make nine dots from white
paper. Stick the dots onto red card in three rows of
three as shown below. Space the top and bottom
rows 38mm apart from centre to centre, and the dots
in each row 50mm apart. Make a row of three dots
between them. Trim the red card to 37mm x 127mm
cutting across the dots as shown (main picture). 

Stick the hair to the top centre of the face then
stick the red and white bandana in place.

Punch two 20mm eyes from black card. Use the
centre of two ‘O’s on the white sticker sheet to make
the highlights then stick the eyes approximately
24mm in from both sides and 12mm down from 
the bottom of the bandana.

These are simple to make and very sweet, great as
birthday cards for young children or maybe even
party invites. The simple design style makes it easy
to create your own characters or to customise little
details on these designs to make them your own.
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TO MAKE THE NINJA:

TO MAKE THE GHOST:

Actual Size

The ghost card is the easiest one to make. Simply
use a piece of pale grey (COL176PA5) and the small
punch to create two cheeks and then make eyes as
before, adding a slightly overlapping second white
dot in each eye. Stick the eyes 24mm in from the
edges and 50mm from the top of the card. Add the
grey dots 76mm from the top and 12mm in from 
the edges. Inside I have included a large printed
‘BOO!’ where the greeting goes.

Below is a pair of alternative cards using the same
diagrams and measurements as before, the stripes
on the bandana are 5mm wide. A paper trimmer is 
an invaluable tool to have for all these designs.

The ninja is made in strips like the pirate, starting
with a black card (SF10U-35). All the pieces 
are cut to 127mm wide. 

Cut a piece of coral paper to 55mm deep.
Stick this to the card 32mm from the top edge.
Cut two strips of black card at 37mm and
95mm deep. Add the smaller one to the top
and the larger on to the bottom of the card. 

Make the eyes as before and stick them
24mm in from the outer edges and equally
from the top and bottom black pieces.

Trace and transfer the shuriken (throwing
star) and ninjato (sword) to silver (STD01PA5)
paper and cut out. Add a thin pencil line to
each point of the star and the sword as shown.

Position the weapons in the centre of the 
large black panel below the face and stick 
them in place.

For the sash, cut a 28mm
deep band from grey card
(COL174CA5) and a 10mm strip
from black. Matt them together
with the black strip along the
centre. Stick the sash onto 
the centre of the black panel
over the weapons.



Bird Journal
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Die-Cut Toppers: CDT013P, CDT014P and
CDT015P Bird Panels.

Card: CRE04CA4 x 2 Brown and 
RKR01CA4 x 2 Brown Kraft.

Papers: SR304P Vintage Songbirds, SR303P
Songbird Text, SR260P Cream Canvas and
SR257P Green Canvas.

Peel-Off Stickers: 
XL300U-03 & XL321U-03 Alphabet.

Clear Photo Corners: SCA01.

Ink Pad: STP104 Archival Jet Black.

Wooden Letters: ACC2180 20mm.

String/Garden Twine and a Small Circle Punch.

Card Blank: SF06U-99 Kraft Brown x 3.

The lovely vintage look to these bird images lend
themselves perfectly to the ‘Journal’ style that
people enjoy today. Each page has a ‘Notes’
tag tucked in a pocket, to which a birdwatcher
can add information and keep track!

Place the three folded cards together one inside
the other, aligning them tightly at the fold, mark the
inner card where the front card ends. Remove 
the outer card leaving the inner two together and
trim to the mark, making all the pages end in the
same place. Separate them out again. 

Use a black inkpad to ink all the edges of the three
cards, including the fold and the insides to give them
a distressed look. Open each card and punch a hole
along the crease at 25mm and then 50mm from the
top of the card. Do the same from the bottom edge,
then slip the cards back inside each other.

Thread a length of garden twine through the top
two holes and tie in a neat bow on the outside, then
repeat for the bottom two holes.

Cut six 24mm x 74mm pieces of kraft card and ink
the edges. Onto each piece in turn, stick the bird
name/description panel from the die-cut sheets for
the following birds: Nightingale, Greenfinch, Yellow
Wagtail, Yellowhammer, Blackbird and Bullfinch. 

On the reverse of each name panel, stick double
sided tape to just the top half. Attach the Nightingale
panel to the very top right of the front page, half over-
lapping the edge of the page to create a tab. 

On the last page of the book stick the bullfinch tab,
in the same way, but at the very bottom of the page.
Space out and stick the four remaining name strips
on the inner pages in the order listed earlier.

Note: Throughout the book, mount all the die-cut
panels used onto brown card, leaving a 2mm border
on all edges. Work the book one pair of pages at a
time, pushing out the individual die-cuts for the same
bird only, so you don’t get the pieces muddled up.
Begin with the front cover as follows. 

Nightingale: Add a photo corner to each corner of
the Nightingale picture, securing at the back with a
bit of double sided tape if they prove difficult to keep
in place. Stick the Nightingale to the front of the book

placing it about 15mm from the top and
in the centre of the page from side to
side. Stick the wooden letters, just under
the picture to make the word. 

Alternatively, use the lettering diagram
to trace and cut out your own letters
from card, or use peel-off stickers, die-
cut letters or rubber stamp them.
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D

E

C

B

A

Blackbird (D): Ink the edges of all the pieces men-
tioned below as you go along. Cut out the bird and
wording for the Blackbird and mount onto bird paper
leaving a 3mm border. Mount this onto kraft card,
again leaving a 3mm border all around. Glue all 
but the top edge and stick onto the card to make a
pocket. Put a ‘NOTES’ tag inside, for this one I used
peel-off stickers rather than the rubber stamp letters.

Bullfinch (E): Make a 53mm x140mm sideways
pocket from bird paper, sticking it vertically to the left
of the page, and a 75mm x 55mm pocket for the bot-
tom right of the page. Make a stamped ‘NOTES’ tag
for the small pocket. Cut the Bullfinch text panel as
shown and stick onto kraft card, both with blacked
edges. Pop this into the left side pocket.

Yellowhammer (C): Cut a piece of the bird paper to
65mm x 134mm then cut the top from the left corner
to about 18mm from the bottom right corner to make
a slanted pocket. Make a ringed tag as before. Cut
the Yellowhammer bird information from the text
sheet and mount onto cream canvas that is about
2mm larger all around and blacken the edges. Matt
onto the tag. Add another ‘NOTES’ tag here or just
leave space for a photograph.

Yellow Wagtail (B): Position and stick the three wag-
tail die-cut panels on the right hand page as before.
Cut a 90mm deep x 134mm wide piece of songbird
paper. Mark 35mm up from the bottom right and
20mm across from the top left and cut the corner off
to create a slanted pocket. Ink the edges and glue to
the page as before. Cut a 60mm x 120mm tag shape
from kraft card and make a hole near the top.
Blacken a couple of ring reinforcers by dabbing them
with a black inkpad. Cut the Yellow Wagtail text and
bird from the sheet and ink the edges. Cut a panel of
green canvas paper about 1mm larger all around, ink
the edges and matt together. Stick this onto the tag
and add string through the hole. Make a ‘NOTES’
panel as before and tuck them both into the pocket.

Greenfinch (A): Press out the bird, egg and informa-
tion panels from the sheet. Add the bird image 
towards the top of the right hand page as shown,
using photo corners. Stick the other two panels in
place using glue or double sided tape. Note: All 
further right hand pages follow this same method.

Cut a 75mm x 139mm piece of songbird paper
(SR304P). Fold 15mm over on the top edge and use
a circle punch to make a thumb notch in the centre.
Glue the fold down, ink all the edges and then stick
to the bottom of the page by putting a line of glue on
all but the top edge. From the text paper (SR303P),
find the wording for the Greenfinch, cut it out and ink
all the edges. Stick the text panel to the front of the
pocket as shown.

Cut a 50mm x 120mm piece of kraft card, ink the
edges and, if you have a set of stamps for small let-
ters, use those to add ‘NOTES’ at the top of the
card. If not, you can use peel-off stickers or write it
by hand. As an example I have included a print of a
greenfinch, the idea is for the recipient to take their
own photos and add them as they go.
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Birthday Bird Folder
By Debbie Brothwood

Papers: SR257P Green Canvas, SR261P 
Antique Brown and SR256P Antique Red.

Remnants of Paper, Card and Die-Cuts 
From the Journal Project.

Brads: BRD176 Square Studs.

Card Blank: DF08U-14 Brown.

If the Bird Journal is too complex for
you, this birthday folder will be just the job,
as it’s much simpler to put together, using
just one card and there is no inking to do.

This design also uses the remnants of
the papers, card and die-cuts from the
journal. So, if you want to make them both
you don’t need to buy more of those items.

Cover the front of the card blank with antique
green paper cut to 206mm x 96mm to leave a 
2-3mm border all around.

Punch out the Wren die-cut bird picture and mount
onto brown card, leaving a border but ensuring that
the panel is no wider than the card front. Stick this to
the card about 30mm from the top.

Push two of the smaller brads through the birthday
panel from the die-cut sheet, one on either side. Clip

the brad fasteners if they are too long. Mount onto
brown card with a 5mm border all around. Stick this
about 10mm below the bird panel on the card front.

Collect the Goldfinch, Song Thrush, Robin, Tree
Sparrow and Blue Tit pictures, eggs and panels. Take
care to keep the relevant pieces together, as they are
easily muddled. Mount all the pieces onto brown 
card leaving a 2-3mm border showing. 

Find the text from these five birds on the text
paper, and cut to 96mm wide strips. Trim each one
close to the start and finish of the wording at the top

and bottom edges and put them with the
relevant bird panels already collected.

With the card opened out, and the 
decorated front panel facing you, work on 
the next panel along using the Goldfinch
pieces and arranging them as shown
(above). Stick the wording strip in place
first, then some green canvas, ensuring it
is long enough that the end will be covered
by the bird panel. Add the three die-cut
panels as shown.

On the third panel arrange the Song
Thrush pieces. Stick the wording on first
and use brown canvas paper and the die-
cut pieces, at the top this time. 

Turn the card over so the blank side 
is facing up and decorate the remaining
three panels in the same way using the
Robin on the left panel, the Tree Sparrow
on the middle and the Blue Tit on the right.



Little Royals
By Sadie Deamer
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR084P Pink Small Stars.

Glitter Board: GB07A5 Pale Pink/Iridescent.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL563U-03 5.5mm Uppercase,
XL813U-03 8mm Uppercase, XL815U-03 Deco
Borders and XL818U-03 Deco Corners.

Gems: GEM57, GEM67, GEM77 Clear Round.

Medium Pink Felt-Tipped Pen.

Card Mount: SF06V-70 Value White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

VARIATION:

Cover a SF08V-70 with blue star paper (SR085P).
Add peel-off corners to the bottom two corners, and
borders around the
edges as before. 

My top corners
crossover slightly dif-
ferently on this de-
sign, leaving a little
open square on the
corner itself. Colour
the top corners, and
little circles as before,
using a medium blue
felt-tipped pen.

Trace the crown,
transfer onto blue glit-
ter board (GB11A5)
and punch the holes.

Stick the crown
20mm from the top of
the card and central
from side to side. Add
gems to the crown,
then gems and text
below as shown.

Cover the card blank with pink star paper and trim
the edges to fit. Stick a corner sticker into each of the
bottom two corners of the card, with the circle of the
corner aligned on the card edges. 

Add the borders around the card allowing them 
to simply crossover at the top corners. Colour the 
circles on the corners and the two sections at each 
of the top corners with the pink pen as shown.

Trace and transfer the crown and reversed ‘P’ onto
the back of the glitter board. Cut out, using a hole
punch for the small circles. Colour the edges pink
using the felt tipped pen. Fasten the crown to the
back of the ‘P’ tucking it in as shown. 

Sticky fix the crown and ‘P’ towards the left of the
card, and about 25mm from the bottom edge. Stick
the gems for the crown onto the card
at the very peaks of the points,
starting with the smallest on the
outside and getting larger at 
each step towards the centre.

Lay a ruler along the base of
the card and use this as a guide to
add ‘RINCESS’ beside the cut-out
‘P’. Centred below this add the name 
of the baby.

Add the remaining
lettering and
mixed size
gems, centring
them in the
space be-
tween the
border and
the right hand
side of the
crown.

This simple design can be switched to blue (see
blue paper and glitter board codes below), then just
needs a change of lettering from ‘princess’ to
‘prince’, and ‘girl’ to ‘boy’. 



Dreamy Ice-Cream
By Jean Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Pearl Card: CNT107CA5 Xmas Red, CNT110CA5
Snow White, CNT134CA5 Dark Chocolate and
STD04CA5 Gold.

Plain White Printer Paper.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL583U-08 Flower Outlines.

Beads: Mix of BEA32 Apricot, BEA12 White,
BEA17 Lemon, BEA06 Pink and BEA21 Mixed
Pastel Colours.

Lolly Stick and Embossing Tool.

Card Mount: GF01H-69 Hi-5 Pearl Cryogen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trim the message banner asymmetrically to fit onto
the red one, making it roughly 10-15mm smaller 
in depth and about 8mm smaller in length. Stick in
place towards the top as shown using foam pads,
don’t add it to the card mount just yet.

Trace the ice-cream cone onto the gold card, in-
cluding the pattern lines inside for embossing. Place
the tracing on the gold stardream, use the embossing
tool to indent all the lines. Remove the tracing and
cut out then go over the cone markings to deepen
them if required.

Trace the ice-cream top and indent onto snow
white centura in the same way. Cut out the ice-cream
and cut a slot for the chocolate flake, see the red
dashed line on the 
diagram. 

Make a flake from 
dark chocolate card and
emboss it in the same
way with lines quite
close together (see close
up photo, right). Slot the
flake into the ice-cream,
pushing it in by about
15mm.

Evoking thoughts and memories of long school
holidays, beaches and summertime, this retro ice-
cream and lolly make the perfect summer card. Why
not treat yourselves to the real thing at the same time!

Fold the card along the creases, then slip a spare
piece of any card inside, this just needs to be behind
the join between the two panels, other than that, any
size will do. 

Add large white
flower stickers to 
the front of the card.
The photo (right)
shows half of the
right panel, and just
a little way across
the centre line. As
the pattern is sym-
metrical, repeat it
above and on the left
side. Put flowers
over the centre line
as shown, the small pieces are from the petals inside
the flowers placed one each side of the line.

Using a knife and ruler or a small pair of sharp
scissors carefully cut each flower in half along the
centre line, then remove the spare card from inside
the card mount.

Cut a banner from red centura, 45mm wide at one
end, 50mm at the other, and 105mm long. 

Type and print out a message from your computer,
then stick the paper onto a spare piece of snow white
card to stiffen it. Alternatively, hand write a message
directly onto the snow white card.
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Fasten the flake to the ice-cream using the overlap
and stick the ice-cream top to the cone with sticky
pads overlapping as shown (main card).

Arrange the ice-cream on the front of the card to
overlap the opening as shown. Fix in place with
sticky pads, on the left panel only leaving it free
where it overlaps the right panel. 

Position the banner as shown, this position is quite
important as the banner slots behind the top of the
ice-cream to hold the card closed, but it must be just
high enough to allow the card to open as well. Sticky
fix it in place by the right side only.

Now for the inside of the card. Trace the whole of
the lolly and transfer onto red card, using the faint
inner lines at the sides to guide you so it is just a little
slimmer than the topping. Trace the
white topping and transfer to snow
white card. Cut both pieces out and
stick together using sticky pads. 

Actual Size

Brush a little PVA onto just under half of the white
card at the top of the lolly. Scatter a mix of beads
over the top, I used reds, greens, pinks and shades
of yellow but any mix of colours should look fine.

Leave to dry. Gently shake to 
dislodge any unstuck beads.

Glue the lolly stick to the
back of the lolly and fix 
the whole thing onto the
centre of the back panel. 

Add a mix of white
flowers around the lolly.
You can cover the backs
of the side flaps as well 
if you want to. You can
also use a scrap of card
to make a small pocket
for some real lolly if you
are feeling generous, or
tuck some notes in be-
hind the lolly itself.

Print (or write) a 
banner with the message
(see above) and mount
onto spare card, before
cutting to size. Sticky fix
this across the top of 
the back panel. The font
used for the messages 
is widely available and 
is called Curlz.



Blossom Wishes
By Amanda Dray BA (Hons)
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Parchment Paper: TR003A4.

Creative Paper: SR007P Random Pale Blue (& Gold Paint) 
(or Paint your own Watercolour Card (BOC01A5).

3mm Ribbon: MTR39-14 Azalea and MTR39-76 Brown.

4mm Pastel Brads.

Pergamano Tools: PG10011 1.5mm Ball & PG10021 3mm
Ball and PG10241 Single Needle and A Fine Grid.

White Pen: PG29250.

Felt-Tipped Pens: Light Pink, Dark Pink, Purple, Blue and 
Metallic Green.

Pale Yellow Seed Beads (or Caviar Beads).

Paint: ACP660 Medium & Pale Blue Watercolour (optional),
and Metallic Pure Gold Acrylic.

Thin White Double Ended Flower Stamen.

Card Mount: SF15U-45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

and emboss the white areas on the outer
edges of the wings, and from each side of
the body to about half way out towards 
the edge of the wings. 

Still working on the reverse side, colour
the back of the wings with purple, pink
and blue felt pens.

Mix the two blue paints with a little water on a plate and
sponge them randomly over the entire surface of the piece of
watercolour paper. Set aside and allow to dry. Mix the gold
acrylic paint with a little water then drench the brush in the paint
and flick randomly over the watercolour paper. Alternatively use
the blue printed paper SR007P and add the gold paint.

Secure the parchment paper to the grid using tape and pierce
all the holes shown black on the pattern using a fine one-needle
piercing tool.

Remove the paper from the grid and turn it over so you are
working on the reverse side. Tape down onto the grid and 
emboss the two rows of dots inside the border design, shown 
in red on the pattern, by pressing a small ball tool into the holes
of the grid.

Remove the work and transfer, still face down, onto an em-
bossing mat. Use a medium sized ball tool to emboss all the
larger ‘dots’ inside the groups of four pierced holes, these are
shown in blue.

Turn the work over so you are working on the front. Using 
either parchment scissors or snips, cut between the sets of four
holes (black on the diagram) to make small crosses. Cut be-
tween the pierced holes around the edge of the piece to remove
all the excess paper. Lay the work over the text and trace in
white gel pen or ink.

On another piece of parchment, trace the butterfly in white 
gel pen or ink. Turn the butterfly over onto an embossing mat
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HEART CARD:

Cut the excess paper from around the butterfly. Bend 
the stamen in half and glue in place on the reverse side of
the butterfly’s body.

Flowers (Make 17): Trace the flower, then turn the paper
over and, using a small ball tool, emboss from centre 
outwards, to about half the length of each petal. Colour 
the remaining part of the petal in dark pink pen. Cut out the
flower then, working on the front of it, add a small amount 
of dark pink to the tip of each petal and quickly blend the 
colour with the pale pink so that it fades to nothing about 
half way down each petal. 

Lay the flowers face up on an embossing mat. Using a
medium sized ball tool, press down lightly in the middle 
of each flower and working in a circular motion, curl the
petals slightly.

Keeping them face up, add a dot of glue to the centre of 
all the flowers. Using your tweezers, pick up each flower in
turn, and scoop them into the seed beads so they stick to
the glue. Shake off the surplus beads.

Cut the painted watercolour paper to 55mm x 190mm. 
Position the work over the paper and punch a hole for the
brads into each corner going through both layers. Push the
brads through ensuring the tabs are out of sight, and stick
the panel centrally onto the front of the card blank.

Trim the brown ribbon to 110mm then cut one end at an
angle and glue onto the card to make a stem. Arrange the 
individual flowers into a circular shape at the top of the stem
and glue when you are happy with the placement. Tie the
bow and stick the butterfly in place at the top of the flower.

This card (SF06U-45) uses the same flowers to make a
pretty heart design for a congratulations card.

Trace the heart from the diagram (right). Cut a piece 
of hammer white card (CEM01A4) to 75mm square and
transfer the heart onto the centre of it. Cut a second piece 
of hammer white card to 125mm square.

Layer each white square onto a silver square (CNT102CA4)
measuring 80mm and 130mm respectively, leaving an even
border all around.
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MULBERRY CARD:

Actual Size

emboss and cut the parchment for this small card. The black 
dots are pierced, and the red and blue dots are embossed as 
before. Add the wording to the centre of the panel.

To make the card blank, start with a SF11U-45 (125mm
square). Fold the card and trim 35mm from the open end going
through both layers to leave a 90mm x 125mm card. Note: You
will have to improvise an envelope for this size card.

Cut a piece of silver centura to 120mm x 85mm and a second
piece to 93mm x 58mm. Cut a piece of blue mulberry paper
(M17A5) to about 120mm x 140mm. Stick this onto white card
using a glue stick, then trim to make two panels, one 80mm x

115mm and the other 53mm x
88mm. 

Stick the mulberry panels onto
the silver pieces, leaving an even
border on all sides. 

Matt the larger panel onto the
card blank, leaving an even border
of white showing all around. Add
the smaller panel then the parch-
ment work panel on top of this.

Use the previous instructions to
create three flowers, and a butter-
fly with antennae.

Stick the butterfly towards the
top left as shown, and the three
flowers towards the bottom right.
If you find the blue mulberry paper
a bit dark, try a light pink to match
the blossoms instead.

Stick the large panel centrally onto the
front of the card and then the smaller
panel on top of this. Write a greeting in
silver pen or use a peel-off (XL264U-02).

Make 14 flowers, embossing and
colouring as described for the previous
card. Add the seed beads as before to
make the centres.

Arrange the flowers around the drawn
heart shape and glue them into place. 
Tie a pink bow and add to the design 
just below the dip of the heart.

Use the smaller pattern (inside the
large one on the previous page) to prick,

Measure 5mm in from the edge at
each corner of both white/silver panels
and make a small hole with your craft
knife. Insert a white brad (BRD117) into
each of the four holes on each panel.



Birthday Owl
By Jane Hennis
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: CRC073P Blue Texture, KA019CA5 Pale
Blue and COL153CA5 Tuscan Brown.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL321U-01 8mm Uppercase.

Glitter: STK004 Gold.

Light & Dark Brown, Yellow and Dark Green Felt.

Two Brown Buttons Approx. 15mm (with just two
stitching holes).

Brown Felt Tipped Pen. 

Card Mount: SF06V-67 Value Hemp Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a 115mm square of blue card, then trace (or
draw) the tree onto it using the felt pen, colour it in
along the grain of the wood for a natural look. Cut a
120mm square of blue textured card and matt the

This cute felt owl perched in his tree is sure to raise
a smile, and while he does look really good in felt, he
also looks lovely made from coloured card, so I’ve in-
cluded all the card codes at the bottom of the page.

panels together. Stick onto the card front a little
above centre then add the wording below.

Trace the body, wings and ears onto brown card
then cut out. If you have one, use a 60mm circle
punch or die for the body, then punch, offset and
punch the card again to make the wings. Cut pieces

of felt a little bigger than the card shapes, in the
correct brown for each piece, glue to the
card and trim to shape.

Cut the claws and beak in yellow felt, these
don’t need backing with card. Stick them in

place using the diagram to guide you, then do the
same with the ears.

Place the part finished owl over the diagram and
add the wings, gluing the sides firmly over the body.
Making sure the holes go across rather than up and
down, stick the buttons in place using strong glue.

Cut 43 leaves from dark green felt. Stick them in
place working from left to right over the branches,
using a dab of glue at the end of each leaf.

Stick the owl to the card using two foam pads
and decorate the tummy with the glitter lines. Use
three pads to lift the tips of the wings slightly. 

If you want to try a card version, these are the
closest colours to use: COL152CA5 Suede for

the body, COL153CA5 Tuscan Brown for
wings and ears, KA016CA5 Bright Yellow
for beak and claws and COL164CA5 Ever-
green for the leaves. The main part of the
tree could be cut from Tuscan Brown too.



All Lit Up
By Vi Lawrence
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Scraps of Printed Paper (6” x 6” papers are really
good for this as the patterns tend to be small,
look at PK720 to PK724). 

Lace, Braid or Any Small Upholstery Trimmings.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL512U-82 Butterflies and 
a Selection of Pretty Borders.

Any White Cardstock.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

2

1

3

4

5

Use either side of the stand for your greeting, de-
pending on whether you prefer it to show when the
card is folded flat or opened up.

Choose two different pretty papers that work well
together and cut a separate lamp-base and lamp-
shade from the templates. 

Decorate the two pieces using the lace, stickers
etc., then add the base over the white card lamp. Be-
fore sticking the shade in place, try adding a couple
of sticky fixers along the lower edge, towards the
middle, then stick it down
onto the white card at 
the top and sides to give
the finished lamp a more
three dimensional effect.

Begin by tracing the lamp from the diagram, in-
clude all the lines shown except the grey one.

These are quite addictive once you get started, 
so I would recommend making a template to trace
around for each piece, i.e. the lamp as a whole, the
shade and the base. But, if you are only making one
lamp, you can transfer directly to the card/paper you
are using as described below.

Cut two whole lamps from white card, marking 
one with the centre line. Use a ruler to score a fold
line down the centre of this piece and glue it to the
back of the other lamp by the left hand side only. 

This creates a stand to hold the card upright on 
the shelf, a slight trim along
the bottom edge of the stand
(see the grey line) will allow
it to tip back slightly. 

These sweet lamp cards are easy to make and use little bits of
pretty paper and card, the perfect way to use up those scraps 
you may have saved. If you have some upholstery trimmings 
put by too, so much the better, but peel-off stickers or lace will
do a perfectly reasonable job if not.
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Actual Size

7

6

8

Lamp 1: This main card uses pastel chic paper (PK721) for the base.
The shade is cut from white card, covered in two layers of spiders web
mesh (MESH01-03). Cover the whole shade using a glue stick, press
the mesh onto it, allow to dry then repeat. The sides of the mesh are
folded to the back onto d/s tape to hold it firmly. The bottom is
trimmed with lace (LACE03-01 cut in half), with a narrow band of
blue card (VA020A5) and a strip of glitter peel-off waste (ZL827U-
42). The paper butterfly is from PK720.

Lamp 2: Silver foiled paper (CP164S) makes a lovely base,
teamed here with rose paper from the pastel chic pack again,
but used for the shade this time. The trimming is a daisy 
border (XL460U-08) and the butterfly is clear glitter over 
a scrap of the printed rose paper.

Lamp 3: This pretty grey lamp uses one 
of the make and mend papers (PK722)
combined with dotty paper (CDH175P)
and the waste from a stitched border
peel-off (ZL827U-42).

Lamp 4: Blue lace (PK721) and
small flowers (PK720) combine 
really nicely here. The butterfly 
is stuck on a scrap of the lace
paper and the trimming is from the
stitched border peel off again, with
tiny pink dots over the points.

Lamp 5: The flowery paper looks
lovely as a shade too, here it is
combined with our
small swirls paper
(SR245P). The
trimming is from
the stitched
peel off again,
though in
pink this
time, and
utilising
the bit 
in be-
tween

the rows as well as the actual border. The swirls with stars stickers
make a good foil for the white and gold flowers (XL708U-16) which
are placed over the stars.

Lamp 6: This lamp base is cut from stardream kunzite paper
(STD16PA5) with striped paper (PK720) for the shade. Loopy

borders (XL780U-08) make a pretty tassel effect at the bottom
of the shade and bends really well around the shape too. To

stop the back being sticky, turn the shade over and add an-
other strip over the back of the first row covering the sticky

back. Dotty border glitter stickers are perfect for adding
some subtle sparkle and swirl stickers (XL807U-08) add

a pretty decoration to the base. The butterfly is cut
from printed paper (PK723).

Lamp 7: Foiled paper
(CP080G) with a lovely

cream and white floral
design, this combines

well with the dotty paper
(SR262P). Those very

versatile swirls with
stars are used with
the little gold and
white flowers
again.

Lamp 8: A rich
brown foiled paper

base, combined
with a faded print

shade and a lovely
gold braid trim.



Duo Handbags
By Christine Moses
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

The main part of the handbags are made 
from printed card sheets (CRCs), which are 
cut, scored then folded, or from card blanks
trimmed to a slope at the sides. 

There are four different size shaped panels
on each CDD sheet, giving plenty of scope
for changing the height and width of the 
handbags and I’ve made a good selection of sizes. 

For the gingham handbag (above right), cut a 
145mm x 210mm piece from the gingham card, score
to make a card 105mm x 145mm. Along the folded
edge, make a light pencil mark 20mm in from each
side. Keeping the card folded, place a ruler from the

Creative Duo Panels: CDD211S Pink. 

Peel-Off Stickers: XL330U-02 Wavy Borders,
XL768U-02 Curl Corners and XL769U-02 Curl
Swags.

Gem Domes: GEM106 Iridescent.

Card Blank: Made from CRC134P Gingham.

mark to the open corner each side in turn and trim to
create the sloped sides.

To make the flap/handle, press the largest and next
largest panels from the sheet. Place them together,
dotty side up, with the smaller one neatly centred
over the large. Lightly draw around the edge of the

I have used Creative Duo panels to make the
stylised handles of these gorgeous bags. The panels
are really versatile and come in a beautiful mix of
plain mottled on one side and spotty on the other.
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smaller panel from just above the centre point (where
it begins to curve out towards the point), go along 
the top and down to just above the centre point 
again (see main photo). Carefully cut along the pencil
line then trim straight across to remove the top inner
section of the panel. 

Still keeping the gingham card folded, and with the
mottled side of the panel facing you, stick it in place

with the straight edge along the fold of the card and
the handle sticking up.

Add three rows of wavy stickers across the ging-
ham, spacing them as shown. Add the corners at the
top of the flap and a swag in the centre near the
lower edge. Add a large gem to look like a catch
above the centre swag.

You can press out the next size down panel and
use that in the same way with the second largest one
to make a slightly smaller flap. If you draw around
panels that are two sizes apart, you will get a thicker
handle as the two spotty ones show.

The magenta flap was made using a die I already
have on colorset paper, so it’s not quite the same, 
but also looks really good. This is a good option if
you want to colour match with something else on the
bag, as you can use any colour/type of paper you

like. I used a Martha Stewart
punch to make a border
using the same paper.

If you don’t have a die-
cutter and don’t enjoy the

fiddly cutting out, simply
cut each full panel a 
little above the halfway
point. Add a ribbon
handle to the card
then stick the flap in
place to cover the
ribbon ends.

The green panels
are from CDD212S,
and there are blue,
lilac and grey
sheets available
(213-215).



Romantic Wedding
By Sharon Clift
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:
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This beautiful set of wedding items makes 
a very enjoyable task, using mostly the same
materials for each of the three items, so all the
pieces match perfectly.

Die-Cut Découpage: DCD591 Wedding Day.

Creative Card & Paper: SR314P x 2 and 
CRC314P Purple Romance. 

Card and Paper: STD16PA5 Kunzite, 
STD34PA5 Punch, STD24PA5 & STD24CA5 
Crystal White, CVS01C Smooth White and 
MIR02CA4 Silver.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL807U-02 Swirls and 
Stars and XL218U-02 Congratulations. 

Embellishments: FLA10-02 Wire Hearts and 
FLW32-07 White/Silver Flowers.

Gems: GEM84 Assorted Rounds, GEM67 
3mm Clear and GEM68 3mm Pearl White.

Glue & Glitter: PVA01 Glue, GLI101 Silver and 
GLI130 Rainbow White.

Doilies: DO007 White Heart.

Insert: PIN04-S Wedding Day.

Pair of Compasses: COMP01 
(or circle templates, or things to draw around).

Paper Punches: Flowers, PPW209 10mm, 
PPW506 15mm, PPW101 22mm, and 
Leaf PPW566 15mm.

Cut the sheet of purple romance card down so 
it measures 203mm x 279mm. Turn this card face
down so the white back is towards you, keeping the
hearts upright as shown (below). 

Measure 100mm across from
the right hand edge, mark lightly
down the card in pencil (line 1)
then mark the centre point of
this line as shown. Measure
140mm across from the left
hand side and lightly mark ‘line
2’ down the card. 

Use the compasses or a circle
template to draw a 150mm dia.
circle onto the card (red line)
centred on the middle of line 1. 

Carefully cut out the circle, except where it crosses
the small middle panel (light dashed lines), as this is
used to hold it in place. Score along lines 1& 2 above
and below the circle only, then erase any pencil lines.

Turn the card right side up, and fold along the
scored lines (zig-zag style - don’t fold the circle) 
to make the card as shown above, allow the circle to
flip over as you fold so the white side is facing out.

Make a 145mm circle of crystal white card. Brush
the edges with PVA and coat the glue well with rain-
bow glitter. When dry, shake off the excess glitter.

Place a heart shaped doily onto a piece of scrap
paper and brush over the surface with a thin layer of
glue. Lift the doily onto a new sheet of paper then
take a pinch of silver glitter between your fingers and
dust over the heart quite sparingly, you want a gentle
sparkle not a solid colour.

While the glue dries on
those pieces, assemble the
découpage, excluding layer 
1, which will be used for the
money box later.

Stick the doily heart at an
angle and towards the top left
of the circle. Position the wed-
ding couple on the heart as
shown and stick in place.
Stick this disc onto the blank
side of the circle on the card.
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Best Wishes
on your

Wedding Day

TO MAKE THE MONEY BOX:

Note: If you would like one (or more), of these rolls (subject to
availability), just ask for it to be included when placing an order.
They will cost £1 each, and come with a useful length (usually 
between 0.5 and 1 metre) of peel-off vinyl still attached - Ed.

Lightly cover a small piece of crystal white paper
with silver glitter and punch 7 leaves from it.

Place one of the organza flowers on the front panel,
in the corner just below the circle. Arrange the other
flowers and leaves using the close-up image above. 

Add the curls from the sticker sheet using a knife
or a pokey tool to slide the ends under the flowers.
Add a mix of gems to the flower centres.

Work the top corner flowers onto the back panel in
much the same way, one or two of the pieces are in
slightly different positions. Slip a wire heart neatly into
the corner tucking the end under the organza flower. 

Stick the wording onto crystal white paper and cut
to size (20mm x 75mm each), brush the edges with
glue and add glitter as before. Mat each onto a piece
of mirri leaving a 1mm border on all edges and add
them to the card in the positions shown. Stick a
flower over one corner of each as shown.

You will need a box for this special card, and as it’s
an unusual size, make one up from an A2 piece of
white card. There will be enough card left to make the
money box and the handbag if you cut carefully.

This money box uses layer 1 of the découpage 
that wasn’t used for the card. You should also have
enough of most bits of paper and card left to make
this, and the little gift bag. 

You will also need a deep, strong cardboard roll.
(Mine came from Craft Creations, it’s a used vinyl 
roll and is 100mm deep). 

If you use a different size roll, you will need to 
adjust the sizes of paper etc. to fit yours. 

For the lid, you need three circles of white card
about 2mm larger all round than the outside of the
tube so it forms a lip. The leftover vinyl, on C.C. 
tubes is usually about 2mm thick, so draw around
this before removing the vinyl. 

Draw around the inside of the tube twice, then
around the outside once (no
vinyl). Cut out all the circles. 

Glue the 3 large 
circles together to
make a thick lid 
and cover with 
romance paper. 

On the back 
of the lid, mark
and cut a 5mm x
30mm slot, offset-
ting it about 10mm 
from the centre of 
the disc.

For the base, cut a
228mm square from the
large sheet of card. Mark
10mm in from each edge
and draw a 208mm box
taking the lines right to
the edges at each corner.
Score the inner square going right to the edge on 
one line at each corner (red dashed line), then cut
along the other line (shown green) to make tabs. Fold
the box and glue the tabs inside. 

Make a 2mm bigger lid in the same way, start with
a 230mm square and mark
10mm in from each edge.

Cut a strip of romance
paper to 30mm x 210mm
and stick it across the lid
as shown. Assemble the
small square découpage
and glitter the edges as be-
fore, then sticky fix over the
strip towards the left corner.

On the back of the
card circle (the patterned
side, as it’s flipped over),
I cut a large scalloped
disc from silver mirri 
card using a die. You 
can use a plain silver cir-
cle if you don’t have a
suitable die. Cut the in-
sert to a slightly smaller
circle with the wording in
the centre, and glitter the edges as before. Matt
these two discs together on the card, sticky fixing 
the silver one for extra depth.

Each flower uses four punched shapes, I stick two
together to create stiffness and shaping

that won’t fall out, then there are two
layers. If you use single-sided paper
(unlike stardream), this also hides the
white backing very nicely.

Make four of the largest flowers
(from 16 punched pieces) in pale

lilac paper. 

Make eight medium flowers
(using 32 punched pieces) in

purple and six small flow-
ers (from 24 punched

pieces) in crystal
white paper. 
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TO MAKE THE GIFT BAG:1

2

3

Glitter the edges of the last square panel from
the découpage sheet and mount onto crystal
white card leaving a 1mm border. Punch a tiny
hole in the top corner and tie onto the handle at
the front of the bag with white thread.

I’ve filled my bag with finely
shredded white paper to cushion

the gift, purple tissue paper
would look lovely too.

You will need: Linen White card (CEM03A4) and a
lacey border punch (PPM070).

The base of the bag is made just like the card box
earlier. Cut the white card to 60mm x 142mm and
mark 14mm in from each edge. Draw the inner ob-
long (32mm x 114mm) taking the lines to the edges,
then make the tabs, fold and stick as before.

Cut a piece of romance paper to 102mm x 305mm.
Starting in the middle of one long edge (on the base),
wrap the long side of the romance paper around 
the base sticking it in place as you go, overlapping
the ends. Crease the bottom corners of the paper
lightly around the base card.

Punch one long edge of the A4 linen card and cut 
it from the sheet making a 15mm deep strip. Attach
the strip along the top edge of the bag.

Cut two 24mm x 190mm strips of linen card. Score
and fold in half along the length to make 12mm wide
handles. Making sure the folded edges on the han-
dles are to the outside of the bag, firmly stick one
handle to the front inside edge, and one to the back
inside edge using the picture to guide you. 

From the long edge of the linen card, cut a full
length strip 15mm wide. Stick this inside the top of
the bag to cover the ends of the handles. Make two
layered flowers and add them onto the front of the
bag at the handle ends. 

Using the diagram
below, cut four cor-
ners from silver
mirri. Score along
the dotted line 
and fold, then
stick one to
each corner
of the bag. 

Actual Size

1. Cut two strips of
white card to 26mm x
305mm. Score both
along the length at 13mm then fold in half. Cut little
notches along one side up to the fold to make tabs.

2. Curl one of the tabbed strips and place around the
inside of the tube.
Tape the ends to-
gether to keep the
size. Fold the tabs 
as shown and cover
them with glue. 

3. Centre the lid on
the tube and push gently onto the glued tabs. Turn
the tube over (with the lid still attached) then, ensur-
ing the lid doesn’t slide out of position, press the tabs
down onto the back of the lid from inside the tube.

Carefully remove the lid (with the rim attached) and
paint the top edge of the tube with white paint (I 
used ACP480). Slip one of the smaller circles inside
the rim on the lid itself to cover the tabs. Mark the
slot and take it back out to cut, then stick it in place.
Add glitter around the edge of the lid as before.

Make the base in the same way with the two discs
you have left (without the romance paper or slot). Put
a line of glue around the inside of the tube at the bot-
tom edge and stick the rim onto it as you put the
base back on, then allow to dry. 

Cut two 100mm x 305mm strips of romance paper,
one for the outside and one for the inside of the tube.
Add glue to the inside of the tube, then curl the paper
and slip it inside to stick. Cover the outside of the
tube with the second strip.

Cut layer 1 of the découpage to an 80mm circle
and glitter the edges before sticking it onto a plain or
scalloped silver circle. Sticky fix in place on the tube. 

Add flowers above and below the
découpage as shown. Use the
same mix of gems as before
for the flower centres,
I’ve also coloured
some tiny stamens I
already had to match
the purple in the paper. 

The lid is decorated
in the same way using
another of the wire
hearts and a collec-
tion of flowers around
the top of the slot. 

I used an old paper-
punch (no code, sorry)
for the large flowers, but
organza flowers or any
similar size punch you
may already have will work
just as nicely.



Your Letters...
From Our Lovely Readers
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£10VoucherFor Each LetterPrinted

Dear Craft Creations,

I was thrilled with the latest edition 
of the Craft Creations Magazine in 
which you had the Terrific Tool 
Box, it looked like a heap of 
fun so naturally I decided to 
make it. After finishing it my 
husband said, perhaps I 
could use your concept in 
other ways, and from that 
came my window box, I do 
hope you like it.

Warmest Wishes,

Yvonne Bleuler, Australia.
That’s a perfect use for these pop-up boxes, Ed.

I find my putty rubber beneath the sketching pad, 
And missing peel-off stickers that I was sure I had.
The ruler with my name on to stop it getting lost,
And a bit of something special that’s been halfway 
embossed.

The lost lid for the glue stick is put back on again,
Oh! There’s a little pan-drop, in my mouth I pop it then.
Quilling papers tidied to a kind of ordered bunch,
Enough for now, I go and make myself a little lunch.

Get back to my ‘Doing Room’ the desk is looking bare,
But all around me ‘mayhem’ is stacked up everywhere.
I’ll write a poem tomorrow, I know what it will say,
I tried to write it earlier, but, I’ve had a busy day.

How true your poem is. That type of workspace is
very familiar to all of us here! Ed.

Dear Craft Creations Friends,

I have enclosed a poem that I wrote before I got
the notice of the upheaval that was to happen to
my ‘Doing Room’ and the packing up of all my
precious materials. The house was chaotic with
re-wiring of the electrics and new plumbing both
upstairs and down (all finished now).

All my craft materials went into boxes in relatives
garages and lofts with cries of ‘WHAT A LOT OF
STUFF YOU’VE GOT MUM!’ How lucky you all are
at Craft Creations to get to enjoy playing with all
the new goodies, and what a creative team you are.

I think that many readers will recognise their own
work space in my poem, especially when in the
middle of a project we can leave everything there
and close the door until tomorrow, when we can
come back again and add more clutter. That’s
what inspires us, and in moving the clutter about
we come across just the very thing to put a finish-
ing touch to the next work in progress.

Best wishes to you all.

Janet McCluskey, Ayrshire.
The Poem
Today, I’ll write a poem, I know what it will say,
First I need a writing space, clear stuff out my way.
My desk is one big clutter, must have a tidy up,
Tea will help me focus, I’ll go and brew a cup.

New Craft Creations papers lying in a pile,
They’ll have to stay, I’ll make a card in just a little while.
Découpage is gathered, I return it to the chest,
With toppers, mini pictures, tags and all the rest.

Dear Craft Creations Team,

Just wanted to say THANK YOU for another great
edition of your magazine. My friend Wendy and I
have been making cards for over ten years now.

When issue 76 arrived all I heard as she collected
the post was Uh-Oh. Then I looked at the front
page and my reaction was WOW. The Foxglove
card looked amazing and perfect for a friend’s
special birthday. The Uh-Oh from Wendy was 
because she does all the gluing!

The Father’s Day Satchel we will adapt for a start-
ing school card. Glittering Fairies is next on the
to-do list. Suits You will be for a friend just starting
to play whist. We always struggle with ideas for
men so Tied In Knots, Stitched Border and Pop-
Up Box are perfect, and that’s just for starters.

We like the new style of magazine very much and
the new product leaflet helped us to get back on
track with our toppers and découpage. Once
again a big THANK YOU for all the hard work you
do and the many hours of pleasure it gives us.

Kind Regards,

Cynthia Ashley, Devon.
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Readers’ Gallery
Inspiration From Our Readers

Above: 
Norah Watchorn, Nottinghamshire.
A monochrome Silver Wedding Anniversary card, 
assembled from alternately stacked deckled edge
panels, with die-cut pearlescent leaves and paper

punched flowers.

Left: 
Joyce McBain,
Cheshire.
Two silhouette faces
have been mounted
on concentric ovals
of monochrome
card. The ovals are
then backed with a
trim of gently pleated
white lace. The black
and white theme is
complemented by
the touches of gold
from the peel-off
stickers.

Right: 
Kathleen Tandy, 
New Zealand.
Die-cut felt flowers and
butterflies are added to
a scalloped edge card.
Around the front panel
are flowers punched
from duo paper each
topped with a purple
gem. I have used lilac
peel-off stickers on the
back panel to make up
a corner shape.

Below: 
Sue Harknett, Essex.
The aperture of the 
card has been filled
with mulberry paper that has been
padded in the centre slightly. A lacé
design has been cut from emboss-
ed red foil card and put into the
corner of the aperture. There are
silver glitter stickers lining the aper-
ture and silver wording below.

Above: Pamela Haigh, 
Derbyshire.
The découpage flowers in the
centre are mounted onto silver
foiled card, red card and grey
card with a faint printed pat-
tern. In the corner a silver 
butterfly has been mounted
onto tracing paper, shaped and
embellished with a red gem.

Below: Jean Childs, Gwent.
A pretty découpage design is
mounted on a die-cut frame in
pale purple to co-ordinate with
the card and the colours in the
printed design. The peel-off
stickers have been coloured
with a pen to finish.

Left: 
Phrynette Morrison, Wiltshire.
The pearlescent card background is
matted onto mirri and decorated with
peel-off rings and hearts. Two lace
strips are wrapped
across the cen-
tre of the card.
The main image
of a vintage
bride is similarly
backed on 
silver mirri card
and placed over
the lace strips.
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Above: 
Beryl Smith, Powys.
This gatefold card has a heart cut from
holographic, star-patterned card and a
die-cut pearlescent heart with peel-off
wording mounted on top. The centura
card front panels are decorated with
neat star borders. On the inside there 
is a poem printed out onto matching
paper with a cut decorative edge.

Below: 
Barbara Beeforth, 
North Yorkshire.
This design makes effec-
tive use of different pat-
terned and textured card.
A die-cut swash shape
and flowers are mounted
over complementary pat-
terns and textures then
trimmed with pearl beads
and gems.

Above: Sonia Dewell, Essex.
I love découpage, I made this one
using a sheet from a set my sister
gave me. I highlighted the bride’s 
veil with translucent glitter and also
the groom’s hat. I mounted the de-
sign onto black then gold and finally
onto a chequerboard gold and
cream congratulations card.

Right: Kate Gannon, Portugal.
My card mount is decorated with 
a paper doily, mounted onto a scal-
loped circle of pink card to make 
a pretty background for the sewing
items. I wrapped real thread around
the peel-off sticker bobbin and
through the eye of the needle. I used
real buttons on the card too, covered
by peel-off stickers.

Above: Diana Gleadhill, South Yorkshire.
A large diamond aperture has been cut into
the front of the card and filled with glittered
paper. The hand-cut découpage has been
assembled and sprinkled with glitter to match
the glitter paper. The design is completed
with peel-off sticker wording and various 
glitter borders and decorations.

Below: Cynthia Ashley, Devon.
I love the flower vase peel-off and use it for
Birthdays, Get Well Soon and Anniversary
cards. Though the card may be quite simple,
adding the ruby gems for the 40th Anniver-
sary makes it special. The pearlescent
translucent paper over the front gives the
card a lovely sheen.

Left: 
Jean Watson,
Warwickshire.
The card is
made using soft
colours which
give it a pretty
look. The deco-
rative pieces are
layered using
sticky fixers 
and are embel-
lished with pink
bows and gold
stickers.
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WINNER

Right: Carol Sutton, Hertfordshire.
A pale and pretty wedding day card,
adorned with curves of grey creative
paper bunting. The use of grey and
silver on white without a stronger
colour makes the card very delicate
and pretty. The punched flowers
have carefully drawn details in fine
silver pen and are mounted on sticky
pads to add depth.

Below: 
Pearl Tant, Essex.
Using a variety of interesting 
techniques and materials, Pearl
has made this charming wedding
day card. At the top is an elegant
paper embroidery swirl and the
flowers on the découpage have
been textured with Flower Soft, 
an unusual addition to the design.

Above: June Kelley, Morayshire.
The pretty lacy look is made
using photomount, glitter and 
a strip of lace which is then re-
moved leaving just an imprint.
This is covered with iridescent
glitter for even more sparkle.

Left: Kathy Wellavise, Essex.
The two striking silhouettes,
seated in golden wedding rings,
create a strong impression
against the yellow-gold card.
The black peel-off stickers con-
tinue the contrast and the clear
glitter circles for champagne
bubbles are a nice touch.

Above: 
Wendy Lewis, West Glamorgan.
A fairytale like card that uses die-
cut shapes and printed panels very 
effectively to make an enchanting
wedding day card in a powerful com-
bination of white, silver and black. 
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Competition Winners
Wedding Or Anniversary – Winners Card Competition
WINNER

Right: Annette Hartley, W. Yorkshire.
Annette has made a beautiful 30th
anniversary card with strung beads
wrapped neatly around a silver heart.
The heart makes a very effective
frame that draws the eye to the 
centre of the card. Her use of peel-
off stickers is neat and effective, 
particularly the gentle curve of the
borders across the corners.

Below: Christine Seed, 
West Yorkshire.
The colours in the topper are well
matched with the ribbon, and the
hand coloured heart stickers be-
tween the stitched silver border.

Above: 
Sue Dyke, Sussex.
Sue’s lovely card has a very intricate
die-cut heart which is mounted on
sticky pads to make it stand out from
the background. Sue matched the
sparkle of the silver line around the
pale blue paper panel with a very 
effective sprinkling of glitter over the
heart and lattice.

Above: Gwen Doyle, Suffolk.
A simple, gentle design made
with a variety of paper punched
flowers in a selection of sizes 
and restrained colours.

Left: Maureen Wadeson, 
Kincardineshire.
The card is worked in pretty pale
colours to match the tones in 
the découpage design.
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RULES:

We challenge you to design and make a Mother’s
Day, Easter or St.Valentine’s Day card. The card must
be designed in a way that can easily be made by 
others after it is converted into a ‘how to do it’ article.

When judging, the entire card will be taken into
consideration, both the choice of mount and design
as well as the quality of work, etc.

The closing date is the 31st October 2015. Please
mark your entries ‘Spring Competition’ and send 
to the address on the back cover. Your entries will
ONLY be returned if accompanied by an S.A.E.

All of the winning entries will be published in the
‘Competition Winners’ section of a future edition of
the Craft Creations Magazine and no publication fee
will be paid. All competition entries will be considered
for use in a future edition of the magazine as a ‘how
to do it’ article. We will contact any entrant whose
work we consider suitable to discuss this and agree 
a publication fee.

If you have received a prize in a Craft Creations
Magazine card competition in Issues 75, 76, 77 or 78
(at the time of judging) you will automatically be 
entered into the winners card competition. All other
entries will be entered into the card competition.
You can enter as many times as you like.

Prizes are as above and no alternatives will be 
offered. The entries will be judged after the closing
date by employees of Craft Creations Ltd. Winners
will be notified after publication of the Winter 2015/16
magazine. The decision of the judges is final.

Competition Winners
Spot The Picture - Issue 76 Wordsearch - Issue 76

The base card must be made either from one of
our range of greetings card blanks (you can cut the
corners, give it a fancy edge, cut it to a new shape,
fold it in different ways, etc.) or you can make the
base card yourself provided that it is made using
sheet card supplied by Craft Creations. Any peel-off
stickers used on the card should be Gold Label or
Craft Creations. Other brands of peel-off can be used
only if the sticker is not wording and does not form
the main part of the design.

Entries must be original work and not copied in
any way. All entries must be the work of the entrant
and not submitted on behalf of someone else. All
entries must be copyright free.

We are always looking for articles for the magazine,
if you are interested email jo@craftcreations.com.

Card Competition:
First Prize:

£30 Craft Creations Voucher
Four Runners Up Prizes:

£15 Craft Creations Vouchers
Winners Card Competition:

First Prize:
£30 Craft Creations Voucher

Four Runners Up Prizes:
£15 Craft Creations Vouchers

Congratulations to the following subscribers whose
correct entries (Pic 1 - p19, Pic 2 - p32, Pic 3 - p3,
Pic 4 - p35, Pic 5 - p37, Pic 6 - p4) were picked out
of the box:

1st Prize: Joan Newton from Sheffield.
2nd Prize: Eva Rockel from Canada.

Maureen Cranston from Northumberland.
3rd Prize: Mrs P. Rust-D’Eye from Carmarthenshire. 

Ruth Vickery from Cheshire.
Barbara Brown from Cornwall.

Congratulations to the following subscribers whose
correct entries (the missing word was ‘Sebastian’)
were picked out of the box:

1. Jan Williams from Wirral.
2. Mrs C.E. Cunningham from Dorset.
3. Ann Webb from Essex.
4. Susan James from Kent.
5. Ms K. Newman from Devon.
6. Shirley Singleton from Hampshire. 
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LIST OF WORDS:

APPLE APRICOT BANANA
BLUEBERRY CHERRY DATE
FIG GRAPES GRAPEFRUIT
GUAVA KIWI LEMON
LIME MANGO MELON
ORANGE PAPAYA PASSIONFRUIT
PEACH PEAR PINEAPPLE
PITAYA PLUM POMEGRANATE
RASPBERRY STRAWBERRY TANGERINE

Spot The Picture
Spot The Pictures In The Magazine Competition

One First Prize:
£20 Craft Creations Voucher

Two Second Prizes:
£15 Craft Creations Vouchers

Three Third Prizes:
£10 Craft Creations Vouchers

Wordsearch
Wordsearch Competition

Here is a quick and easy competition for
you. Simply find which of the 27 words or
phrases on the list of words does not appear
in the grid below.

RULES:

Six Prizes:
£20 Assorted Creative Paper

An Assortment From Our Range Of 12” x 12” Creative Papers

Write your name and address on the back of a postcard
along with the missing word and post to: Craft Creations,
WORD Puzzle 77, at the address shown above or email 
your entry to wordsearch@craftcreations.com - to arrive no
later than the 21st Sept 2015. The names of the winners
will be in the next magazine. Please see the rules above.

Simply find on which page in the Summer 2015
magazine, each of these ‘enlarged’ part pictures was
taken from. Write your name and address on the
back of a postcard along with the picture number 
and appropriate page number and post to: 
Craft Creations, SPOT Puzzle 77, Ingersoll House,
Delamare Road, Cheshunt, Herts, EN8 9HD or email
your entry to spotthepicture@craftcreations.com - to
arrive no later than the 21st September 2015. The
names of the winners will be in the next magazine.

Only one entry allowed per person for both the
‘Spot The Picture’ and the ‘Wordsearch’ competitions.
The prizes are as described and no alternatives will
be offered. Prizes will be given to the first six correct 
entries drawn after the closing date. Any illegible or
ambiguous entries or entries without the name and
full address of the entrant will be disqualified. The 
decision of the judges is final.
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